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1. MonkeyData s.r.o. 

MonkeyData is an analytical tool for e-shops that automatically downloads and analyses data from 

all sources used by e-shops in the course of conducting business. The most important figures are 

then displayed in one place on a clearly arranged dashboard. MonkeyData brings continuous 

control over online business and the data necessary for its further development.  

 

2. Unisavers s.r.o.  

Thanks to its “Modrá úsporám” (“Blue Savings”) programme, this company daily raises awareness 

in the area of water consumption and designs and implements water-saving solutions and 

methods of protecting buildings against flooding and water leaks that owners are unaware of but 

have to pay for. The main point of the Modrá úsporám programme is an affordable and effective 

solution for real reduction of water consumption and the energy needed for producing hot water. A 

result of this is significant reduction of living costs as well as operating costs of firms and 

organisations. 

 

3. CleverMaps a.s.   

This company, which develops unique software that visualises business and substantially 

simplifies paperwork, focuses on projects in the transportation, property administration and 

business intelligence segments. It helps customers to make qualified decisions, reduce costs and 

increase productivity. CleverMaps invests more in employee development than do many 

multinational corporations. After two years, the company has grown by 100% and currently 

employs 25 people. Thanks to exceptional experience gained in the area of software 

development, geodetics and property registers, the company is a leader in its field. 

 

 

Praha, 23 June 2015, Node5 

 

1. SPINDO s.r.o. 

This is an information portal that exclusively supports small, local Czech firms, always in a 

particular region. The company helps firms to efficiently, measurably and inexpensively promote 

themselves and to stand up to competition and media pressure from large companies. The 

project’s reach extends to both the micro- and macroeconomic levels. It helps to keep financing in 

the Czech Republic by encouraging consumers to buy goods and services from local businesses 

instead of from foreign chains. 
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2. 99 Factory s.r.o. 

The company 99 Factory s.r.o. manufactures custom skateboards using the highest quality 

materials and modern production technologies, while placing emphasis on ecology. At present, the 

firm is enjoying rising demand for smaller orders, particularly for longboards. The firm is newly 

focusing on end-customers, offering the broadest portfolio of longboards in Europe. The customer 

selects a longboard and then chooses the colour scheme, type and motif of the design, laser or 

digital printing and spacing of the holes for the trucks. 

 

3. TELMED HTP s.r.o. 

CAREOS is a revolutionary monitoring system for assistive technology that incorporates home-

based telemedicine, internet aspects, mobile-telephone applications and EZS sensors into a plug-

and-play solution. Acquired data is processed by SwiftShield software using elements of artificial 

intelligence and neural networks for prediction of crisis situations in the life of the system’s user, 

most frequently a senior citizen or disabled person. This allows users to remain living in their own 

homes for as long as possible. 

 


